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ABSTRACT
Many semi-empirical galaxy formation models have recently emerged to interpret
high-z galaxy luminosity functions and make predictions for future galaxy surveys.
A common approach assumes a “universal” star formation efficiency, f∗, independent
of cosmic time but strongly dependent on the masses of dark matter halos. Though this
class of models has been very successful in matching observations over much of cos-
mic history, simple stellar feedback models do predict redshift evolution in f∗, and are
commonly used in semi-analytic models. In this work, we calibrate a set of universal f∗
and feedback-regulated models to the same set of rest-ultraviolet z & 4 observations,
and find that a rapid, ∼ (1 + z)−3/2 decline in both the efficiency of dust production
and duty cycle of star formation are needed to reconcile feedback-regulated models
with current observations. By construction, these models remain nearly identical to
universal f∗ models in rest-ultraviolet luminosity functions and colours. As a result,
the only way to distinguish these competing scenarios is either via (i) improved con-
straints on the clustering of galaxies – universal and feedback-regulated models differ
in predictions for the galaxy bias by 0.1 . ∆〈b〉 . 0.3 over 4 . z . 10 – or (ii) in-
dependent constraints on the dust contents and/or duty cycle of star formation. This
suggests that improved constraints on the ‘dustiness’ and ‘burstiness’ of high-z galax-
ies will not merely add clarity to a given model of star formation in high-z galaxies,
but rather fundamentally determine our ability to identify the correct model in the
first place.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The frontier in observations of galaxies has continued its
march to higher redshifts in recent years, with substantial
samples (N ∼ 104) now established at 4 . z . 8 (Bouwens
et al., 2015; Finkelstein et al., 2015a), with growing numbers
even at 8 . z . 12 (e.g., Oesch et al., 2018; Bowler et al.,
2020; Morishita et al., 2018; McLeod et al., 2016; Livermore
et al., 2018; Rojas-Ruiz et al., 2020; Stefanon et al., 2019).
Rest-ultraviolet (UV) measurements with the Wide-Field
Camera 3 (WFC3) on the Hubble Space Telescope (HST)
are largely to thank for this progress, and soon observa-
tions with the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) will
continue along the path forged by many successful Hubble
programs (Windhorst et al., 2011; Koekemoer et al., 2011;
Grogin et al., 2011; Bouwens et al., 2011; Illingworth et al.,
2013).

? jordan.mirocha@mcgill.ca
† CITA National Fellow

The assembly of statistical samples of high-z galaxies
has spawned a number of independent efforts to understand
the shape and redshift evolution of the galaxy luminosity
function (LF) in the context of structure formation in a
ΛCDM cosmology. With basic ingredients like the dark mat-
ter (DM) halo mass function (HMF), halo mass accretion
rate (MAR), or perhaps merger trees drawn from N-body
simulations, many groups have shown that evolution in the
high-z galaxy population can be described largely by evo-
lution in the dark matter (DM) halo population, assuming
a tight link between galaxy and halo growth (e.g., Trenti
et al., 2010; Behroozi et al., 2013; Dayal et al., 2013; Tac-
chella et al., 2013; Mason et al., 2015; Sun & Furlanetto,
2016; Tacchella et al., 2018; Yung et al., 2019; Behroozi
et al., 2019). Tuning of these models is required, though the
calibration of models to LFs at a single redshift generally re-
sults in predictions that agree well with measurements even
at redshifts neglected in the calibration. As a result, pre-
dictions for the galaxy LF at redshifts and/or magnitudes
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2 J. Mirocha

beyond current detection limits rest on a strong empirical
foundation (see also, e.g., Williams et al., 2018).

Of course, the success of empirically-calibrated models
does not necessarily imply that we understand galaxy evo-
lution at high redshift. For example, pure “semi-empirical”
models, which parameterize the efficiency with which stars
form and calibrate its free parameters empirically, gener-
ally find that high-z LFs can be fit under the assump-
tion of a mass-dependent but time-independent star forma-
tion efficiency (SFE). Though the inferred mass-dependence
of this relation is roughly consistent in many cases with
the arguments of stellar feedback models, which predict
f∗ ∝M

1/3−2/3
h (Dayal et al., 2013; Furlanetto et al., 2017),

these same stellar feedback models also predict time evo-
lution in f∗, at the level of f∗ ∝ (1 + z)1/2−1 at fixed halo
mass (see also, e.g., Murray et al., 2005). Does the perceived
lack of evolution indicate a departure from feedback models,
and thus some new insight into how star formation proceeds
in early galaxies, or is it instead a symptom of the failure
of another component of the model, e.g., dust obscuration,
and/or the assumption of smooth, inflow-driven star forma-
tion?

Rather than flexibly parameterizing the SFE and fitting
for its parameters, some semi-analytic models (SAMs) im-
pose the SFE a priori, and use other parameters to reduce
tension between model and data. For example, Somerville
et al. (2012) noted that their SAM required an evolving
dust optical depth in order to avoid under-producing the
number density of massive, UV bright galaxies at high red-
shift. Because the Somerville et al. (2012) SAM assumes
star formation is regulated by energy-driven winds and is
thus redshift-dependent, evolution in the dust law or dust
geometry seems a plausible way to counteract evolution in
the SFE. Similar adaptations have been employed in other
recent works (e.g., Yung et al., 2019; Vogelsberger et al.,
2020; Qiu et al., 2019). However, it is not clear that this
is the only way to reconcile physically-motivated models of
star formation with observations, or if such scenarios can
be differentiated from simpler models with no evolution in
the SFE or dust production, like those put forth recently in
Mirocha et al. (2020).

The goal of this paper is to explore several ways in which
physically-motivated models of star formation can be recon-
ciled with current measurements at z & 4, and to determine
if these scenarios can be distinguished from the common
semi-empirical approach that assumes a universal SFE. In
addition to the possibility of evolution in the properties of
dust, we also allow burstiness in the star formation histories
of galaxies. In each case, we allow quantities of interest to
depend both on halo mass and redshift, rather than invok-
ing redshift-dependent correction factors that operate on all
halos identically.

In Section 2, we review the basic components of our
model, which has been described in large part elsewhere. In
Sections 3 and 4 we present our main results and offer some
discussion in the context of ongoing work in the community,
respectively. We conclude in Section 5.

We adopt AB magnitudes throughout (Oke & Gunn,
1983), i.e.,

Mλ = −2.5 log10

(
fλ

3631 Jy

)
(1)

and adopt the following cosmology: Ωm = 0.3156, Ωb =
0.0491, h = 0.6726, and σ8 = 0.8159, very similar to the
recent Planck Collaboration et al. (2018) constraints.

2 MODEL

Our approach to modeling high-z galaxies is similar to other
models in the literature (e.g., Sun & Furlanetto, 2016; Ma-
son et al., 2015), has been described in large part in earlier
papers (e.g., Mirocha et al., 2017), and is publicly available
within the ares1 code. The components most pertinent to
the present paper are presented in Mirocha et al. (2020), to
which we refer the reader for quantitative details, particu-
larly with regards to the modeling of UV colours.

Briefly, we model the SFE as a double-power law in halo
mass,

f∗(Mh) =
f∗,10 C10(

Mh
Mp

)−α∗,lo
+
(
Mh
Mp

)−α∗,hi
(2)

where f∗,10 is the SFE at 1010M�, Mp is the mass at which
f∗ peaks, and α∗,hi and α∗,lo describe the power-law index
at masses above and below the peak, respectively. The ad-
ditional constant C10 ≡ (1010/Mp)

−α∗,lo + (1010/Mp)
−α∗,hi

is introduced to re-normalize the standard DPL formula to
1010M�, rather than the peak mass. In this standard form,
the model is “universal” in that no component of f∗ is al-
lowed to vary with redshift, and is thus labeled as our univ
model throughout.

The star formation histories of galaxies are generated
assuming that the star formation rate (SFR) is simply
Ṁ∗ = f∗Ṁb, where Ṁb is the baryonic MAR of the galaxy.
We assume Ṁb is the total MAR times the cosmic baryon
fration, fb, i.e., Ṁb = fbṀh, and we generate Ṁh from the
HMF itself assuming halos grow at fixed abundance (see
Appendix A of Furlanetto et al., 2017). We further assume
0.3 dex scatter in SFR at fixed halo mass, and spawn 10
halos in each mass bin (of width ∆ log10Mh = 0.01), thin-
ning the number density of halos in each bin accordingly to
preserve the overall abundance. We assume that galaxies oc-
cupy halos in a 1:1 fashion and that the HMF is that given
by Tinker et al. (2010), which we compute using the hmf2

code (Murray et al., 2013).
We further assume that the metal production rate, ṀZ ,

is proportional to the SFR, and that the dust yield is a
fraction fdtmr

3 of the metal yield. Assuming an effective dust
scale length, Rd, the dust optical depth is thus given by

τν = κλNd = κλ
3fdtmrMZ

4πR2
d

(3)

where κ ∝ λ−1 is the dust opacity. We perform spectral
synthesis over the entire star formation history (SFH) of
each galaxy in the model, adopting the bpass version 1.0
models (Eldridge & Stanway, 2009), reddened by an opti-
cal depth given by Eq. 3, and “observe” galaxies using the

1 https://ares.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
2 https://hmf.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
3 Note that this is equivalent to the parameter fd in Mirocha
et al. (2020). We change the notation here to avoid confusion
with the duty cycle, fduty.
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Distinguishing high-z galaxy evolution scenarios 3

relevant HST filters as a function of redshift (in accordance
with Bouwens et al., 2014). In Mirocha et al. (2020), we
found that this model naturally fits UVLFs and generates
mild redshift evolution in the MUV-β relation, consistent
with observations, despite no underlying evolution in dust
properties. See §2 in Mirocha et al. (2020) for more details.

In what follows, we add two more models representa-
tive of energy- and momentum-regulated feedback, which
we refer to as evol-e and evol-m due to the evolution they
induce in the SFE. The basic changes relative to the univ
model are as follows:

• While we still adopt a double power-law model for the SFE,
we force the low-mass behavior of f∗ to follow expectations
for energy- and momentum-regulated stellar feedback, i.e.,
with f∗,10 ∝ (1 + z) (or (1 + z)1/2) and α∗,lo = 2/3 (or
α∗,lo = 1/3) for energy (or momentum) regulated feedback
(Furlanetto et al., 2017). These trends emerge when one as-
sumes that star formation occurs until (i) the rate of energy
injection from supernovae is equal to the rate at which ac-
creting gas accumulates binding energy, or (ii) the momen-
tum imparted to the gas (again, presumably by supernova
blastwaves) is able to accelerate halo gas to the escape ve-
locity. In reality, a mixture of these feedback mechanisms is
likely at work, though each is a useful limiting case – a point
which we revisit in §4.1. For each feedback model, we still
allow the mass at which f∗ peaks, Mpeak, and the slope in
f∗ above the peak, α∗,hi, to vary as free parameters.
• We also adopt a double power-law model for the dust scale
length, Rd, but force the mass and redshift-dependence of
the high-mass component to evolve like the virial radius of
DM halos, i.e., Rd ∝M1/3

h (1 + z)−1. This is to remain con-
ceptually consistent with the feedback-regulated star forma-
tion models, which are also driven by the size evolution of
halos (through the halo binding energy and escape velocity).
The normalization of this relationship, its pivot mass, and
low-mass slope are still allowed to vary freely.

These choices introduce a significant amount of tension be-
tween model predictions and observational constraints.

In Figure 1, we illustrate first the effects of SFE evo-
lution. For simplicity, we ignore dust to isolate the evolv-
ing SFE effects, which means these models would not pro-
duce viableMUV-β relations. We will add dust back into the
model momentarily. With the UVLF at z = 4 roughly pre-
served for all models, we see clearly that energy-regulated
(dashed) and momentum-regulated (dotted) models cause a
systematic over-prediction of the luminosity of z > 4 galax-
ies. This trend is apparent when comparing to either the
Bouwens et al. (2015) (cirles) and Finkelstein et al. (2015a)
(squares) UVLFs. One solution to this problem would be to
invoke a rise in dust attenuation with redshift, though dust
of course affects UV colours as well, as we describe next.

Without dust, the UV colours of model galaxies will be
uniformly blue, and thus in disagreement with constraints
on the MUV-β relation at 4 . z . 7, which indicate non-
negligible reddening and evolution in β with UV magnitude
at a significant level ∆β ∼ 1 over −22 . MUV . −16
(Finkelstein et al., 2012; Bouwens et al., 2014). Such mod-
els can still be tuned to match the bright-end of UVLFs by
varying the efficiency of star formation in high-mass halos,
as is the case in Figure 1. In Figure 2, we compare the univ
model of Mirocha et al. (2020) (dotted) to two different ex-

tensions, which include evolution in the SFE (dashed), and
both the SFE and dust scale length (solid). Evolution in f∗
worsens agreement with UVLFs, and causes UV colours to
get redder with increasing redshift (at fixed MUV) – the op-
posite of the observed trend. To make matters worse, if dust
scale lengths shrink rapidly as Rd ∝ Rvir ∝M1/3

h (1 + z)−1,
the reddening grows more extreme, the bright end of the
UVLF and MUV-β relation become much too steep (solid
lines). As shown in Mirocha et al. (2020), scatter in the dust
column density (at fixed Mh) can help bridge the gap be-
tween these extremes, though cannot obviously fix UVLFs
and MUV-β relations simultaneously at all redshifts.

To alleviate the tensions illustrated by Figures 1 and
2, we introduce two new degrees of freedom in the model,
which we described below.

First, we consider a non-unity duty cycle, which we
model as a power-law in mass and redshift,

fduty = fduty,10

(
Mh

1010 M�

)αduty

(4)

where fduty,10 is allowed to evolve with redshift as a power-
law, and we impose a maximum of fduty = min(Eq.4, 1).
Whereas increasingly efficient star formation tends to result
in overly-luminous galaxies, fduty < 1 compensates by re-
ducing the abundance of galaxies that are “on” at any given
time. We impart this stochasticity randomly for each galaxy
at each time-step by setting Ṁ∗ = 0 if a random number,
r, drawn from a uniform distribution in the interval {0, 1}
is r ≥ fduty. In detail, fduty cannot be treated by a binary
on/off approach given the non-trivial stellar aging effects at
play, which we here treat self-consistently. As a result, fduty

affects UVLFs and the MUV-β relation.
We also explore also the possibility that the efficiency

with which dust is produced (or destroyed) depends on halo
mass and/or redshift, which we do through the fdtmr param-
eter. Again, we adopt a power-law in mass,

fdtmr = fdtmr,10

(
Mh

1010 M�

)αdtmr

(5)

and allow power-law evolution in the normalization, i.e.,
fdtmr,10 = fdtmr,10(z). The effect of fdtmr variations is
straightforward: a decline in the dust contents of galaxies
renders their spectra bluer and UV luminosity higher.

As in Mirocha et al. (2020), we use the affine-
invariant Markov Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) code em-
cee4(Foreman-Mackey et al., 2013) to map the posterior
distribution of the parameters given the data, which we take
to be the UVLFs (z ∼ 4, 6, and 8) and MUV-β relations
(z ∼ 4 and 6) from Bouwens et al. (2015) and Bouwens
et al. (2014), respectively.

3 RESULTS

Our goal in the remainder of the paper is to (i) determine
the behaviour in fduty and/or fdtmr needed in order to rec-
oncile energy-regulated feedback models with rest-UV data
at high-z, and (ii) determine if either evol model has fea-
tures that distinguish it from the univ model of Mirocha
et al. (2020).

4 https://emcee.readthedocs.io/en/stable/
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Figure 1. Evolution in f∗ quickly produces tension in high-z UVLFs. UVLFs at z = 4, 6, 8, and 10 are shown compared to the
Bouwens et al. (2015) and Finkelstein et al. (2015a) measurements at 4 . z . 8 and Oesch et al. (2018) at z ∼ 10. Solid lines in each
panel indicate the universal SFE solution, calibrated to the z ∼ 6 data from Bouwens et al. (2015), while dashed (dotted) lines indicate
predictions of energy (momentum) regulated feedback models. Note that f∗ is normalized such that each model is comparable at z = 4,
and each model neglects dust obscuration for clarity.
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Figure 2. Evolution in the SFE and dust scale length cause substantial tension with observed UVLFs (left) and MUV-β
relations (right). Dotted lines indicate the univ model from Mirocha et al. (2020), while dashed lines are a model identical to the univ
model but with (1 + z) evolution in the SFE, which reverses the redshift evolution in UV colours at fixed MUV and worsens agreement
with UVLFs. Solid lines augment the model further, forcing f∗ ∝ (1+ z) and Rd ∝ Rvir ∝M

1/3
h (1+ z)−1. In this case, the rapid decline

in dust scale length with redshift (at fixed halo mass) results in dramatic over-reddening of galaxies. For illustrative purposes here, we
increase the normalization of the dust scale length by a factor of 3 relative to the univ model to mitigate catastrophic over-reddening of
the massive galaxy population. Note that the z ∼ 4 MUV-β relation of the univ model (dotted black) is repeated in each panel to guide
the eye.
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Figure 3. Obtaining good fits to both UVLFs and MUV-β relations with our evol models require strong evolution in
fduty and fdtmr. Left: Star formation efficiency, f∗ ≡ Ṁ∗/Ṁb, of univ model (shaded region) and energy-regulated models (evol-e)
(blue) and momentum-regulated models (evol-m) (cyan) at z = 4 and 8 (solid and dashed, respectively). Middle: Best fitting duty cycle
for each model at z = 4 and z = 8. Right: Best fitting fdtmr at z = 4 and 8. In all panels, the atomic threshold at z = 4 and 8 is denoted
along the bottom axis (M4; gray), as is the halo mass corresponding to the limiting magnitude of current observations at z ∼ 8, which is
roughly MUV = −18. Note that the Mh-dependence inferred for fduty and fdtmr is only mildly preferred in the energy-regulated model,
as shown in detail in Figure 4, though the need for a redshift dependence is significant.

First, in Figures 3 and 4, we show the reconstructed f∗,
fduty, and fdtmr curves obtained from the multi-dimensional
fits and their posterior distributions of the most relevant
parameters, respectively. While the reconstructed SFE (left
panel of Fig. 3) is largely set by-hand, the behaviour of fduty

and fdtmr arise in order to simultaneously match UVLFs
and MUV-β relations. In each case, strong redshift evolu-
tion is required. For example, the best-fit duty cycle in the
energy-regulated model (blue) evolves from fduty ∼ 0.8 to
fduty ∼ 0.2 (for Mh ' 1010 M�) over 4 . z . 8 (mid-
dle panel), i.e., fduty ∝ (1 + z)−2. While a mass-dependent
gradient dfduty/dMh > 0 is preferred at 1σ, our constraints
are consistent with a mass independent duty cycle at 2σ, as
shown in Fig. 4. The dust-to-metal-ratio also must decline
with redshift, by a factor of ∼ 2 for Mh ' 1010 M� halos
over 4 . z . 8 (right panel). Again, there is not significant
& 2σ evidence that a mass-dependent fdtmr is needed in the
energy-regulated case. However, the shallower f∗ ∝ M

1/3
h

SFE in the momentum-regulated models (cyan) results in a
more significant mass-dependence in fduty. The inferred red-
shift evolution is comparable, though slightly weaker, in the
momentum-regulated case than the energy-regulated case5.

Figure 4 further examines the statistical significance
of the inferred mass and redshift-dependences of fduty and
fdtmr. Here, the posterior distribution of the power-law with
mass (α) and redshift (γ) dependences are shown, with dot-
ted lines in each dimension indicating the limit in which no
mass or redshift dependence is required by the data. The
first and third columns focus on the mass-dependence in-

5 Note that the absolute normalization of f∗, fduty, and fdtmr
are subject to revision given their dependence on parameters we
hold fixed, e.g., the stellar metallicity and dust opacity, hence our
focus only on the inferred mass and redshift scalings.

ferred for fduty and fdtmr, respectively, while the second and
fourth columns address the redshift evolution. The marginal-
ized 1-D constraints (shown along diagonal) are consistent
with αduty = 0 and αdtmr = 0 in the energy-regulated (blue)
case but not the momentum regulated case (cyan). In con-
trast, redshift evolution in both fduty and fdtmr is strongly
required by the data (see second panel of bottom row for
joint PDF) in both evol models. Both fduty and fdtmr are
degenerate with the amount of log-normal scatter in the dust
column density at fixedMh, parameterized via σlog10 Nd . The
bimodality caused by σlog10 Nd that we infer is robust, as the
posterior distributions shown in Figure 4 are computed us-
ing the last ∼ 100, 000 elements of a ∼ 106 element MCMC
chain, and do not change when computed with different sub-
sets of the full chain. Note that the evol model put forth in
this work is more amenable to large values of the scatter in
the dust surface density, 0.1 . σlog10 Nd . 0.2, than the univ
model, and thus may help explain the evolution of the LAE
fraction at 3 . z . 6 (Mirocha et al., 2020). Best-fitting
parameter values and their uncertainties are listed in Table
1 for reference.

Despite the qualitatively different inputs to each model,
they of course largely agree in their predictions for the UVLF
and MUV-β relation, at least over the range of UV magni-
tudes and redshifts used in the calibration. In Figure 5, we
examine this statement in more detail, showing the recov-
ered UVLF and MUV-β relations (top), as well as predic-
tions for the SMF andM∗-β relations (bottom) over a broad
range in brightness, mass, and redshift. The best-fit models
do differ to some extent, but are consistent within the un-
certainties of current measurements used in the calibration.

Predictions for the cosmic star formation rate density
(SFRD) are also indistinguishable, as shown in Figure 6.
As a result, independent probes of the SFRD via, e.g., the
mean reionization history, will not obviously help distinguish

© 2020 RAS, MNRAS 000, ??–??
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these scenarios. However, this may only be true for models
that neglect the inhomogeneous nature of reionization. For
example, in extreme models with fduty . 0.1, Hartley & Ri-
cotti (2016) find that bursty star formation can significantly
boost the Thomson scattering optical depth of the cosmic
microwave background. We find that fduty < 0.1 is only re-
alized for halos near the atomic cooling threshold (or below)
at z & 8.

Finally, given that the univ and evol models largely
differ in the mass-to-light ratio of galaxies, we explore the

degree to which clustering measurements can differentiate
them. In Figure 7, we show the mean luminosity-weighted
linear bias of galaxies in each model, defined as

〈b〉 =

∫mmax
mmin

dMh
dn
dMh

b(Mh)L(Mh)∫mmax
mmin

dMh
dn
dMh

L(Mh)
(6)

where L is the 1600Å luminosity of galaxies in halos of mass
Mh, and b is the linear bias of a halo of mass Mh, which we
compute using the fitting function provided by Tinker et al.
(2010).

© 2020 RAS, MNRAS 000, ??–??
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Figure 5. Predictions for UVLFs and MUV-β relations are nearly indistinguishable between univ and evol models, in
part by construction. Top: Left and center panels show UVLFs at a series of redshifts, while right-most panels show the evolution in
the MUV-β relation over 4 . z . 7, where β is computed via mock HST photometry. Filled contours are included at redshifts included
in the calibration, and indicate 68% confidence reconstructions. Bottom: Left and center panels show stellar mass functions at a series
of redshifts, while right-most panels show the evolution in the M∗-β relation over 4 . z . 7, where β is computed in the Calzetti et al.
(1994) windows rather than mock HST photometry. Measurements included are as follows: UVLFs at 4 . z . 8 from Bouwens et al.
(2015) and z ∼ 10 from Oesch et al. (2018), MUV-βhst from Bouwens et al. (2014), SMFs from Song et al. (2016) (circles), Stefanon et al.
(2017) (squares), and Duncan et al. (2014) (pentagons), and M∗-βc94 relations from Finkelstein et al. (2012).

We first average over all halos above the atomic cooling
threshold (left), and then broken down into various coarse
magnitude bins (left-center). The bias does vary among our
models, though the difference is small, 〈buniv〉−〈bevol〉 . 0.3,
at all redshifts when averaging over all atomic cooling halos,
and even smaller for the different magnitude cuts. The differ-
ence between models is, as expected, greatest for the faintest
galaxies at the highest redshifts, e.g., the−16 < MUV ≤ −12
bin (cyan lines in center-left panel). For galaxies brighter
than MUV . −16, best-fit model predictions differ in their
bias predictions by only ' 0.1, which is comparable to the
uncertainty in the predictions (semi-transpent lines show
100 random draws from the univ model posterior disribu-
tion). As a result, intensity mapping measurements are likely
the most promising approach to distinguishing models, as
they capture all photons and thus compare most closely to
our predictions for all atomic cooling halos, where models
differ most.

We also compare our predictions to the constraints from
Barone-Nugent et al. (2014) (right two panels; Fig. 7). With
a magnitude cut MUV ≤ −17.7 (center right; Fig. 7), all

models agree well with the data at 4 . z . 6. However, at
z ∼ 7.2, our models predict much weaker clustering than
that reported by Barone-Nugent et al. (2014), which is true
of other models as well (e.g., Park et al., 2017). We only find
bias values b ∼ 8 for MUV . −20 objects (see blue curves,
left-center panel), in agreement with current constraints on
the clustering of very bright galaxies (Hatfield et al., 2018).
This same general trend holds when dividing into the same
‘bright’ and ‘faint’ bins as Barone-Nugent et al. (2014) (right
panel; Fig. 7). In all cases, the difference in the predictions of
univ and evol models is small, . 0.1, which is much smaller
than the 1σ uncertainties of current constraints (Barone-
Nugent et al., 2014).

4 DISCUSSION

In §3, we showed that a suite of rest-ultraviolet observables
can be matched both by “universal” SFE models, in which f∗
is a function of halo mass only, and energy- and momentum-
regulated feedback models, in which case f∗ ∝M2/3

h (1 + z)
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parameter univ evol-e evol-m prior

log10 f∗,10 −1.26+0.06
−0.02 −0.78+0.06

−0.29 −0.70+0.04
−0.20 (-3, 0)

log10Mp,∗ 11.16+0.17
−0.19 10.78+0.38

−0.02 11.15+0.54
−0.10 (9, 13)

α∗,lo 0.80+0.10
−0.14 2/3 1/3 (0, 1.5)

α∗,hi −0.53+0.24
−0.02 −0.38+0.10

−0.09 −0.55+0.12
−0.11 (-3, 0.3)

γ∗,10 0 1 1/2 (-3, 3)

Rd,10/kpc 1.12+0.1
−0.08 0.86+0.66

−0.01 0.69+0.78
−0.13 (0.1, 10)

log10Mp,d 12.01+0.31
−1.15 10.97+0.016

−0.49 11.22+0.23
−0.66 (9, 13)

αd,lo 0.69+0.16
−0.02 0.90+0.18

−0.02 1.03+0.04
−0.16 (-2, 2)

αd,hi 0.09+0.22
−0.07 1/3 1/3 (-2, 2)

σlog10 Nd
≤ 0.08 ≤ 0.22 ≤ 0.20 (0, 1)

fduty,10 1 0.58+0.35
−0.042 0.53+0.30

−0.01 (0, 1)
αduty 0 0.13+0.13

−0.090 0.28+0.21
−0.06 (-2, 2)

γduty 0 −1.87+0.57
−0.30 −1.45+0.11

−0.83 (-5, 5)

fdtmr,10 0.4 0.43+0.39
−0.02 0.29+0.57

−0.12 (0, 1)
αdtmr 0 0.22+0.02

−0.18 0.25+0.02
−0.20 (-2, 2)

γdtmr 0 −1.32+0.43
−0.14 −1.34+0.39

−0.03 (-5, 5)

Table 1. Marginalized 68% confidence intervals on the
parameters of each model. Values fixed in the fit are those
without error-bars. Note that we only obtain upper limits on
σlog10 Nd

, which are listed at 99% confidence.
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Figure 6. Models in which f∗, fduty, and fdtmr evolve,
as in our evol models, are indistinguishable from univ
models in the cosmic SFRD, and thus cannot be distin-
guished via constraints from the mean reionization his-
tory or supernovae / gamma ray burst detection rates.
Shown above are the 68% reconstructions for the univ (gray
filled contours), energy-regulated (evol-e; blue), and momentum-
regulated (evol-m; cyan) models.

and f∗ ∝M1/3
h (1+z)1/2, respectively. However, in the latter

two cases, strong evolution in the duty cycle and dust con-
tents of galaxies are required to reconcile the model with ob-
servations. Though both varieties of models are in common
use, no study to our knowledge has considered both classes
of models in the same framework, allowed mass or redshift
dependent duty cycles and dust-to-metal ratios, or explored

the extent to which these various cases can be diffentiated.
In this section, we briefly discuss the implications of our
work for stellar feedback models (§4.1), and the prospects
for obtaining independent constraints on fduty (§4.2), fdtmr

(§4.3), and galaxy clustering at high-z (§4.4).

4.1 Implications for stellar feedback models

The universality of the efficiency of star formation is a sim-
ple, but fundamental question in galaxy formation theory.
Models with a universal SFE agree well with measurements
at high redshift (Sun & Furlanetto, 2016; Mirocha et al.,
2017; Tacchella et al., 2018), and perhaps even over the en-
tirety of cosmic history (Trenti et al., 2010; Tacchella et al.,
2013; Mason et al., 2015; Behroozi et al., 2013; Behroozi
et al., 2019). However, evolution in the SFE is a prediction of
simple feedback models, in which star formation proceeds at
a rate limited by the energy or momentum injection from su-
pernovae explosions, which unbinds or expels accumulating
gas that could otherwise form stars. Such arguments now un-
derly many SAMs (e.g., Somerville et al., 2012; Dayal et al.,
2013; Furlanetto et al., 2017; Hutter et al., 2020). Observa-
tionally, the situation is not so clear: some studies do support
evolution in the closely-related stellar-mass-halo-mass rela-
tion, at least between z ∼ 2 and 4 (e.g., Finkelstein et al.,
2015b), while clusering measurements support the universal-
ity of the SFE (Harikane et al., 2018), at least at 4 . z . 6.
As a result, it seems worthwhile to explore the extent to
which other components and assumptions of semi-empirical
models could hide evolution in the SFE, or alternatively, if
the analytic feedback arguments underlying SAMs are miss-
ing some key ingredient(s) relevant to galaxy growth at high
redshift.

In this work, we adopted models for the SFE repre-
sentative of energy- and momentum-regulated feedback, as
described in (Furlanetto et al., 2017). There are many vari-
ants of this argument in the literature (Murray et al., 2005;
Dayal et al., 2013; Faucher-Giguère et al., 2013; Thomp-
son & Krumholz, 2016; Hayward & Hopkins, 2017; Semenov
et al., 2018; Krumholz et al., 2018), though the rough mass
and redshift scalings of the “minimalist” model of Furlan-
etto et al. (2017) generally emerge regardless of the details
of the implementation (Furlanetto, submitted). As a result,
the need for additional flexibility in the model, whether it
be through fduty and fdtmr (as in this work), evolution in
the dust optical depth, or otherwise, seems unlikely to dis-
appear.

Though many different lines of reasoning result in sim-
ilar predicted scalings between f∗, Mh, and z, it is not un-
reasonable to expect these predictions to fail to match mea-
surements in detail. For example, all are based on smooth,
inflow-driven star formation, and that a single mode of feed-
back regulates the star formation in all galaxies, at all times
with the same coupling efficiency (i.e., fraction of super-
nova energy or momentum that couples to the interstellar
medium). These assumptions are clearly idealized. For ex-
ample, both modes of feedback may operate in rapid succes-
sion, as early episodes of star formation clear out channels
for subsequent episodes, and thus minimize radiative losses.
This of course has implications for the treatment of fduty

in our model, which we assumed to be independent of the
mode of feedback. Despite this potential for additional com-
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Figure 7. Models in which f∗, fduty, and fdtmr evolve, as in our evol models, predict weaker clustering of galaxies
at high redshift than “universal” models. Left: Mean bias of all halos above the atomic cooling threshold for univ (solid) and
evol (dashed, dotted) models as a function off redshift. Center Left: Mean bias of galaxies in different coarse magnitude bins, including
MUV ≤ −20 (blue), −20 < MUV ≤ −16 (red), and −16 < MUV ≤ −12 (cyan). Center Right: Mean bias of galaxes with MUV < −17.7,
as in Barone-Nugent et al. (2014), with dashed lines indicating the bias of DM halos of fixed mass (every 0.5 dex). Right: Mean bias split
into the ‘bright‘ (blue) and ‘faint‘ (red) MUV bins used in Barone-Nugent et al. (2014). In each panel, we show 100 random samples of
the posterior for the univ model in semi-transparent lines, in order to indicate the level of uncertainty in the model calibration.

plexity, it is not obvious how relaxing the assumptions of
the model or explicitly linking feedback to burstiness would
eliminate the predicted redshift dependence of the SFE.

A natural question to ask in this context is: how well do
we expect analytic feedback models to work? Given that univ
and evol models differ more than the evol-e and evol-m
models differ from each other, it would thus be interesting
to determine under what conditions one can archive a uni-
versal SFE from within a feedback-regulated framework, if
burstiness can be incorporated self-consistently, and if so,
how it evolves with redshift and/or halo mass.

4.2 Implications of fduty evolution

Naively, one can combat “over-luminous” galaxies at high-z
by assuming that each galaxy is only actively star-forming
some fraction fduty < 1 of the time (see, e.g., Trenti et al.,
2010; Wyithe et al., 2014). In our framework, this route
poses a challenge to self-consistency, since one of the key
assumptions underlying the energy-regulated model is con-
tinuous star formation. As a result, our implementation of
the energy-regulated model with fduty < 1 effectively as-
sumes that feedback operates as if star formation were con-
tinuous, despite star formation occurring only sporadically
in any individual galaxy.

This sounds problematic, but another assumption may
offset this apparent self-contradiction: the simplest analytic
feedback arguments also assume that feedback acts instanta-
neously, i.e., that the energy injection rate from supernovae
ĖSNe(t) ∝ SFR(t). In reality, feedback is delayed relative
to star formation – the energy and/or momentum injec-
tion rate from supernovae explosions will reflect the SFR
of galaxy ∼ 5− 30 Myr earlier (e.g., Mutch et al., 2016; Orr
et al., 2019). Provided that the duty cycle is not so low that
galaxies regularly go many tens of Myr between star-forming
episodes, it may not be entirely unreasonable for feedback
to remain effective even without continuous star formation.
A proper semi-analytic modeling treatment would include
the delay-time distribution of supernovae explicitly, though
it is not clear how to meaningfully incoporate this effect into

analytic models like those of Furlanetto et al. (2017), nor is
it obvious that doing so would change the expected scalings
of f∗ with halo mass and time.

Self-consistency issues aside, the behaviour of fduty in-
ferred by the evol models has some desireable features.
There is some empirical evidence for bursty star forma-
tion, e.g., variability on short ∼ 10 − 100 Myr timescales
affects the ratio of Hα to non-ionizing UV continuum emis-
sion (Weisz et al., 2012; Broussard et al., 2019; Emami et al.,
2019). Recent measurements targeting relatively bright z ∼
4 − 5 galaxies suggest fairly smooth recent star formation
histories (Smit et al., 2016), which is not inconsistent with
the evol model predictions given that our best-fit relations
converge toward smoother star formation at lower redshift
and higher mass. Future efforts with JWST will help push
these constraints to higher redshift and fainter galaxy pop-
ulations, where our models predict more burstiness. Qual-
itatively, the burstiness trends we infer are expected, since
dynamical times in high-z galaxies can be shorter than the
timescale over which supernovae feedback is injected into
the interstellar medium (Faucher-Giguère, 2018). Numerical
simulations of galaxy formation do exhibit highly variable
SFHs (see, e.g., Hopkins et al., 2018), the details of which
vary noticeably among models (Iyer et al., 2020). Our ap-
proach is likely overly-simplistic, given that we randomly
toggle the SFR of galaxies on and off. We plan to explore
more complex variability in future work.

4.3 Implications of fdtmr evolution

At first glance it might seem like the increasingly efficient
star formation of evol models could naturally avoid mak-
ing over-luminous galaxies (with respect to UVLFs), given
that star formation yields metals, and thus more potential
for dust production. However, we find that the brightening
associated with an increasing SFE outpaces any dimming
from additional dust production (colours are slightly red-
der, but additional dimming is insignificant). As a result,
we confirm the need for a decline in dust production or re-
tention with redshift pointed out by many other authors in
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recent years (e.g., Somerville et al., 2012; Yung et al., 2019;
Vogelsberger et al., 2020; Qiu et al., 2019). Whereas most
previous work has invoked purely redshift-dependent mod-
ifications to the model, we also allowed the possibility of a
halo mass dependence. However, we find that the evidence
for redshift evolution in fdtmr (and fduty) is much stronger
than the evidence for a halo mass dependence (see Fig. 4).

Just as there are physically-motivated reasons to expect
a decline in fduty with redshift (see §4.2), there are many rea-
sons to expect fdtmr to decline with redshift. The Universe
is too young at z & 6 for the most efficient dust producers
– asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars – to have emerged,
leaving supernovae as the only plausible site of dust produc-
tion. A purely redshift-dependent fdtmr could indicate that,
no matter when a halo began forming stars, AGB stars dic-
tate the dust contents of galaxies as soon as they appear
on the scene. The mild Mh-dependence in fdtmr we infer
could simply indicate that the most massive galaxies have
been forming stars longer, and thus will have more AGB
stars at late times than galaxies hosted by smaller halos, or
an additional dependence on metallicity, which we have not
attempted to model explicitly (see, e.g., Li et al., 2019).

4.4 Prospects for clustering constraints

The univ and evol model predictions differ by 〈buniv〉 −
〈bevol〉 ' 0.1 − 0.3, depending on redshift and magnitude
cut. This corresponds to a difference in predictions for the
masses of halos hosting high-z galaxies of only . 0.1 dex.
The uncertainties in current measurements are at least as
large, approaching σb ' 1, at z & 6 (Barone-Nugent et al.,
2014), and are thus unable to distinguish the univ and evol
models. Though a direct comparison with a broader array
of constraints is difficult, as we present results in terms of
the bias rather than angular correlation function or halo
masses, typical uncertainties for halo masses in recent years
are ∼ 0.2 − 0.5 dex (see, e.g., Harikane et al., 2016; Hat-
field et al., 2018; Khostovan et al., 2019), and much tighter
in some cases (Harikane et al., 2018). However, most of the
aforementioned constraints are for bright galaxies living in
massive ∼ 1012 M� halos, which likely do not abide by the
rules relevant to low mass galaxies, below the peak of the
SFEMpeak ∼ few×1011 M�. As a result, we caution against
interpreting our bias predictions for the most massive ha-
los, which carry the SFE redshift evolution expected in stel-
lar feedback arguments despite a different mass-dependence.
Future measurements with JWST are particularly appeal-
ing in this respect, as they are expected to provide high sig-
nificance detections of galaxy clustering out to z ∼ 10, for
objects as faint as MUV ∼ −18 (Endsley et al., 2020), which
corresponds to Mh ∼ 1010 M� in most empirical models.
Future pure parallel programs could also be very comple-
mentary to angular correlation function techniques in this
context (Robertson, 2010).

4.5 Caveats

The simplicity of our models could be a source of additional
uncertainty or bias in our inferred f∗, fdtmr, and fduty rela-
tionships. For example, we build idealized halo growth tra-
jectories, essentially by neglecting mergers. A model built

on merger trees would have more diversity in star forma-
tion histories (and thus dust production) than ours, which
imposes log-normal scatter in SFRs (at fixed Mh) by-hand.
Some of the behavior in fduty and fdtmr could thus emerge
naturally given the diversity in halo assembly alone. Along
these lines, we have imposed redshift evolution in f∗ appro-
priate for stellar feedback models at all masses, even those
above the peak of the SFE curve. This may not be appro-
priate given the clear change in relevant physical processes
implied by the departure from a pure power-law, and will
certainly affect the inferred behaviour of f∗, fduty, and fdtmr

at Mh & 5× 1011 M�.
It is also possible that the inclusion of late-time or alter-

native constraints in our model calibration could affect our
conclusions. For example, we have opted to leave SMF mea-
surements out of the model calibration, given the limited
long-wavelength coverage of current SMF estimates. There
is a clear tension here, as our models all predict steep SMFs,
in line with the Duncan et al. (2014) measurements but in
tension with those of Song et al. (2016) and Stefanon et al.
(2017), while agreeing well with most UVLF constraints.
Future SMF measurements with JWST will thus provide
an important alternative to rest-ultraviolet inference pro-
cedures like ours, that may qualitatively shift the inferred
behaviour of key model inputs – especially fdtmr.

Lastly, our exploration of model parameter space in this
paper is by no means exhaustive. There are likely other
ways to accommodate the redshift evolution introduced by
feedback-regulated models, e.g., appeals to mass and time-
dependent changes in dust composition and/or geometry,
both of which are expected to some extent (see, e.g., Pop-
ping et al., 2017; Narayanan et al., 2018). However, the two
common cases we have explored serve to illustrate the funda-
mental challenge of distinguishing different galaxy formation
scenarios at high redshift. One could arrive at similar con-
clusions by flexibly parameterizing f∗, fduty, and fdtmr, and
noting the broadening of posterior distributions in a figure
analogous to our Figure 4. Instead, we have adopted three
specific cases representative of models in the recent litera-
ture, to better illustrate the physical meaning of differrent
points in this high-dimensional parameter space.

5 CONCLUSIONS

While models that adopt a universal star formation effi-
ciency can fit current constraints on the high-z galaxy popu-
lation well, simple feedback arguments predict that the SFE
should grow with increasing redshift. Even though the goal
of universal SFE models is not to be explanatory – in fact,
part of the allure is to be able to make new predictions with-
out a physical model for galaxies – one would ideally be able
to distinguish empirically- and physically-motivated mod-
els. In this work, we first generalized a common feedback-
regulated model for star formation to allow evolution also
in the duty cycle and dust production efficiency (our evol
models), and then compared its predictions to those derived
from a semi-empirical framework with a time-independent
star formation efficiency (our univ model). Our conclusions
can be summarized as follows:

• Imposing redshift evolution in the efficiency of star for-
mation at a level predicted by common feedback models,
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f∗ ∝M1/3−2/3
h (1 + z)1/2−1, results in overly-luminous high-

z galaxies, whose colours become redder with z (at fixed
MUV) due to the corresponding boost in dust production, in
tension with current constraints. Furthermore, if dust scale
lengths are related to halo virial radii, reddening becomes
even more extreme, resulting in steep MUV-β relationships
and a dearth of UV-bright galaxies (see Figures 1-2).
• To counter these effects, we allow the star formation duty
cycle, fduty, and dust-to-metal ratio, fdtmr, to vary freely
in our semi-empirical modeling, while holding the behav-
ior of the SFE fixed with values appropriate for energy- and
momentum-regulated feedback. We find that fduty and fdtmr

must both decline rapidly with z in order to reconcile the
feedback-regulated models with UVLFs and UV colours at
4 . z . 8, roughly as ∝ (1 + z)−3/2, i.e., on a Hubble
timescale (see Figures 3, 4, and Table 1). An additional de-
pendence onMh is needed in fduty for momentum-regulated
models, but only preferred at the ∼ 1σ level for fdtmr and
in each quantity for energy-regulated models. Evolution in
fdtmr mitigates the over-reddening problem caused by rapid
size evolution, Rd ∝ Rvir, while fduty evolution reduces the
typical luminosity of galaxies at fixed abundance, counter-
acting the growing efficiency of star formation in energy-
regulated models.
• By construction, the feedback-regulated models with evolv-
ing fduty and fdtmr are nearly indistinguishable from “uni-
versal” models, in which neither the SFE or dust prop-
erties of galaxies evolve with time (see Fig. 5). Intensity
mapping experiments may provide an important discrimi-
nant among models, as the mean galaxy bias differs most
when averaging over the entire galaxy population (e.g.,
〈buniv〉−〈bevol〉 ' 0.1−0.3 at z ∼ 4−10; see Figure 7). Inde-
pendent constraints on the core inputs of the model, i.e., the
duty cyle and dust-to-metal ratio (or dust-mass-stellar-mass
relation), are the only other obvious way to distinguish the
univ and evol models explored in this work.
• Our approach effectively assumes that feedback operates
as if star formation were occurring continuously, though
the standard energy-regulated feedback argument assumes
smooth inflow-driven star formation. Provided that fduty '
1, supernovae may still be able to sustain feedback during
the brief lulls in a galaxy’s star formation history, given
the delay between star formation and supernovae explosions.
Our models require fduty ∼ 0.2 in Mh ∼ 1010 M� halos at
z ∼ 8, and thus may strain such arguments. Moving forward,
it would be useful to explore the extent to which burstiness
can be incorporated in analytic frameworks, and perhaps
compare to fduty estimates from ab initio galaxy formation
simulations, in which burstiness arises naturally.
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